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Australian workers living in the outer suburbs of cities need
roads to get to work and business hubs developed closer to
where they live.
The one in five Australians who live on the outskirts of major
cities are missing out, according to an alliance of councils
from across the country.
With a labour force of more than 2.2 million, industrial land
ready to develop and freight and transport facilities that
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keep Australia moving, outer urban areas only need
investment in roads and services, they say.
"We're trying to go to this new government with what works,
rather than go in with a shopping list," National Growth
Areas Alliance chief executive Bronwen Clark told AAP.
Research commissioned by the organisation found modest

FIND YOURS

federal spending in growth areas would significantly increase
local employment and stimulate economies.
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For example, fully upgrading and extending Thompson Road
in the south-east of Melbourne would open up access to
zoned employment land.
The Picton bypass in the south of Sydney in the shire of
Wollondilly would link the Hume and Princes Highways, ease
accidents and traffic jams, and get people to employment
areas.
The former federal coalition government committed $95.6
million in funding for the bypass and Ms Clark hopes the
pledge will be retained in the Albanese government's
October 25 budget.
Councils are also concerned draft laws for Jobs and Skills
Australia before parliament will restrict the new federal
agency to helping regional, rural and remote communities,
with no mention of the outer suburbs.
Australians living in outer city areas have an average jobless
rate of 5.7 per cent, compared to national unemployment at
3.5 per cent, and in some suburbs the jobless rate is as high
as 10.7 per cent.
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Iran prison fire death toll rises to eight
Iran's judiciary has raised the death toll in a blaze at Tehran's
notorious Evin prison, saying that at least eight prisoners
were killed as protests continue nationwide.Details still…
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a day ago
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Xi Jinping delivers ominous warning: 'Be prepared
for danger'
Images from the Chinese leader's speech have lit up social
media as he delivered a stark message to his country.
a day ago
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Homeowners Are Trading in Doorbell Cams forThis!
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Finally, A New Powerful Security Device That Secures My
Home Without Emptying the Bank Account!
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NT cop incorrectly briefed team on teen
A Northern Territory policeman who shot an Indigenous
teenager dead told his team they were on a mission to arrest
the young man but it wasn't correct, an inquest has been…
a day ago

Yahoo News Australia

Aussie boy's heartbreaking death brings radio hosts
to tears
Sydneysiders are mourning the tragic passing of a brave little
boy they'd come to know through breakfast radio.
16 hours ago

Australian Associated Press

Floodwaters to cut off Vic town for a week
Floodwaters could isolate the northern Victorian town of
Kerang for a week as the state's flood disaster continues to
unfold.The Loddon River is expected to peak at 78 metres…
a day ago
Ad • Aporia | Search Ads

Internet Without Landline: Prices May Surprise You
Search For Internet Without Landline At A Price That Fits
Your Budget!
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Medicare rorts claims to be investigated
Health Minister Mark Butler has vowed claims of billions of dollars being rorted each year from the
Medicare system will be investigated.The examination of the system follows revelations by the ABC and
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Woman, toddler and baby hit by car driven by 95yo
man while crossing road
Three people including a baby boy are in a serious condition
after they were hit while at a pedestrian crossing in
Queensland. Find out more.
18 hours ago
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Revolutionary Trackers For Aussie Fleets (Quotes)
Got 5-49 vehicles in Melbourne? Know where they are, where
they've been and how they're being driven with this nifty
device.
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How to get an edge in $100 million Powerball draw
When it comes to filling our your ticket for Thursday night's
draw, not all numbers are created equal. See how you can
gain an edge.
17 hours ago
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China's Xi talks up security at congress
Chinese President Xi Jinping has called for accelerating the
building of a world-class military while touting the fight
against COVID-19 as he kicked off a Communist Party…
2 days ago
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A new national plan aims to end violence against
women and children 'in one generation'. Can it
d?
Eric Ward/UnsplashThe
federal Labor government made
delivering on its promises a core platform of the 2022
election campaign. On Monday, one key national policy was…
a day ago
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Born before 1968? Check Bupa, NIB, HCF & more
This free service could help you save on health insurance
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One does not simply detonate a volcano into
Mordor: a scientist explains the problems with that
Ri Linef CinemaIn
P
i blockbuster
d
New
the
fantasy series The Lord
of the Rings: The Rings of Power, one of the principal
antagonists, the wicked Adar, diverted a river into the…
3 hours ago
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Terrorism laws raise concerns about rights
Law enforcement bodies have defended powers that can
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Try Audible Now. 30-day Free Trial
Try Audible free for 30 days. Start listening to audiobooks,
podcasts and originals. T&Cs apply.
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Indonesian spotlight on police impunity
The trial of a former Indonesian police general accused of
orchestrating the murder of his bodyguard has started in
Jakarta, in a case that has put a spotlight on alleged…
16 hours ago
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Chilling moment car slams into three women out
celebrating
Doctors were forced to amputate a 35-year-old woman's leg
after the crash.
2 days ago
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In The Marriage Portrait, Maggie O'Farrell distorts
the historical record to suit modern sensibilities
Lucrezia de Medici – Alessandro Allori (1560). Public
domainIn her latest novel, The Marriage Portrait, Maggie
O'Farrell takes readers to Renaissance Italy. Lush metaphor…
20 hours ago
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30 Marvelous Photos Taken At The Airport
These pictures show some hilarious scenes taken at airports
worldwide. You will definitely be entertained.
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Sri Lanka's Karunatilaka wins Booker Prize
Writer Shehan Karunatilaka won the prestigious Booker Prize
for fiction for The Seven Moons of Maali Almeida, a satirical
"afterlife noir" set during Sri Lanka's brutal civil…
28 minutes ago

Australian Associated Press

Thousands protest soaring prices in France
Thousands of people have taken to the streets of Paris to
protest against soaring prices as weeks of strikes for higher
wages at oil refineries spurred demands for a general…
a day ago
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The NSW casino regulator has taken the unprecedented step
of suspending Star Entertainment's Sydney casino licence as
well as slapping a record $100 million fine on the embattled…
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